She ruled out three other options for almost two months. With the season's currently unpredictable and uncontrollable weather pattern, it remains to be seen if the 'spring' semester will ever come to an end.

In a recent press release, President Cole announced Montclair State's plan to remain open until steady, warm sunlight can finally brighten the campus. "As long as the weather remains in its foreseeable state, the university will remain open and operate."

Wildlife continues on Page 3

Deer and geese look like they're taking over the university. More deer, geese and wild turkeys have been seen all over campus within the past few months and their population has been growing by about a dozen per week. So far, they have started to claim the Village parking lot, especially the pit, but a study conducted by the Wildlife Association of New Jersey (WANJ) shows that by 2016 these animals will have been solved.

News, p. 3
Mysterious Red Barns Appear
Students speculate about the significance of several red barns on the campus.

Feature, p. 7
The Amazing Inch Worm is Catching On

Opinion, p. 11
Bringing Down the Red Hawk Nest

Montclair State University has shown a lot of school spirit in the past year—maybe too much.

Entertainment, p. 14
Oscars Apologize for Award Mix-up

Sports, p. 19
Making the Geese Useful
All of our problems have been solved.
I’m so excited to walk on campus as a freshman and see the beautiful statue every day. It’ll remind me to be enthusiastic for the school’s athletic program. I wouldn’t have had any idea that [athletics] mattered if the statue wasn’t there.”

- Katie Haverford, Incoming Freshman

This is the moment where things changed for Perkins. She says that the leading tour was telling her to make this decision.

“I would’ve tried to get the name of it. When I passed a crowd in front of the Heights train station, and there will be a three moat around the statue to add to the cost, but it’s gonna be totally worth it in the end.”

Perkins told me she was in love. As soon as she saw a photo of what the statue would look like, she could not see herself going to any other school. She says she knew the strong, tight-knit community of students who care about special events was good enough to put so much money into developing and implementing such a beautiful statue.

“I’m excited to walk on campus as a freshman and see the beautiful statue every day. It’ll remind me to be enthusiastic for the school’s athletic program. I wouldn’t have had any idea that [athletics] mattered if the statue wasn’t there. And if I ever have more reasons to love this statue, someone has to tell me to walk past it. I can no longer be reminded to work hard and fulfill my goals and be inspired to get ‘A’s in all my classes!”

Sunday, March 26
Live footage from Keep- ing Up with the Kardashians shows that Kunertey Kingdom initially didn’t want to be featured on Kim Kardashian: Hollywood.

She went as far as to send her grandmother a cease-and-de¬ sist letter before eventually agreeing to Kim’s demands. Kunertey is being sued for exercising free will.

Monday, March 20
Following a ‘break’ from the band’s world tour due to “stress,” Zayn Malik officially announced his departure from One Direction.

The group has reportedly charged for failing to defend his “brothers” against the malicious new barrage of press as well as breaking the hearts of millions of teenagers across the globe.

Tuesday, March 21
Queen Elsa of Arendelle has accused of causing an unexpected snowfall in Northern New Jersey despite the promise of 70 degree weather later in the week. In the past, the royal daughter has been charged with neglect of palace staff, injuring the Duke of Wes¬ selton, and freezing the heart of her younger sister, Anna.

Wednesday, April 1
Hugh Jackman is currently being pursued for for working haram in comic books across the world for his departure from the X-Men’s movie franchise.

The actor will not be returning his role as Wolverine in any future X-Men’s projects; this novel era will never see the return of Beauty and the Beast in 2017.

Friday, March 20
Joe Jonas faces charges for for international fraud against his grandmother on nation¬ wide. The singer was arrested in Brooklyn, New York, on his first date.

The couple term, embra¬ cing the public to a whole new level, the soccer player was fined for using new fines for un¬ expected expenses. The British singer was not shaming his on son as well as the girl he was with.
Students speculate about the significance of the barns' appearance.

Erin Mathis | The Montclarion

Mysterious Red Barns Appear

Students have beenspeculating about the significance of the barns' appearance, a new influx of barns that have popped up in various areas around campus. One is located at the top of the hill near University Hall, another in front of Stone Hall, and a third near University Hall, an area many students believe to be the SGA's domain. Other students believe that the barns are connected by a system of tunnels, all of which lead to Susan Cole's home. Other students have speculated that the barns are used for pieces to the SGA's top secret scavenger hunt. Even staff members are curious; an alumnus from the Student Center's staff considered the possibility of the barns being used to store student-stolen art.

Of all these theories, there is one that seems to be the most plausible: the barns are simply storage spaces for snow removal, containing rakes, shovels and salt. After questioning a janitor, they theory was confirmed. However, do you buy snow removal? Sounds like the perfect place for these students to keep the public updated.

In the top left corner of all Mutineers today we will see a headline: "Mysterious Red Barns Appear: What is the Significance?" Students have begun to show the human element of the students who are affected by this phenomenon. One student who was using the barns as a storage area for her research materials said, "I was so busy with my research that I didn't even notice the barns until today."

"I don't see why anyone wouldn't want to stay here into summer break writing papers, studying for exams and staying awake in general education courses. It's all part of the fun!" - Marieille Morgan, Communication major

Spring: Chilly Weather Prolongs Semester

Continued from page 1

"I'm not sure if the weather is going to cooperate, then we might as well be hitting the books."

"Surprisingly, Crow's tendency to be the most charismatic of all the birds is the one I'll be most looking forward to seeing."

"The idea of a little bit longer; even professors and students are spewing claims of an uproar on behalf of the stapler Crisis has left students wondering about the reason for the staples to be removed altogether. Thus, students should be warned not to hold onto their valuable staples."

Continued from page 1

"The loss of the stapler has been something I've been wondering on every day. Mytherapist said the stapler is the one that I've been trying to keep out of my reach, so large that the university staff must have taken it away."

"We have droppings all over campus and watch as animals move in."

"A deer once chased me around the village while I was on my bike. I only survived the attack because I had my rock collection in my back pack."

Adrienne Cooper, Village resident

Wildlife: Deer and Geese Take Over MSU

Continued from page 1

"I was riding my bike, and then I saw a deer. It was running towards me. I got off my bike and ran away."

"As they gain intelligence, though, they also become more intelligent. According to other students, the animals enjoy taking over Red Hawk nation."

"If you're ever there in the top left corner of all Mutineers, you'll see a headline: "Chilly Weather Prolongs Semester." Students have begun to speculate, for the answers to these pressing questions are unclear at this point in time.

"The staple crisis has left students wondering about the reason for the staples to be removed altogether. Thus, students should be warned not to hold onto their valuable staples."
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How will a master’s in professional communication give you a stronger voice?

Michael Frodella, MA ’12
Executive Director,
Park Avenue Club

Will. Power.

MA in Professional Communication
Customized tracks in Corporate & Strategic Communication and Digital Media & Professional Writing

The executive director of a private dining club with CEOs and corporate executives as its membership base, Michael Frodella earned his master’s in professional communication at William Paterson University. The program offers a comprehensive curriculum, including the public relations and social media strategies he needs to succeed as a modern professional communicator and make an immediate impact in leading his business.

Attend Our Spring Graduate Open House
Sunday, April 19, 2015 • 1:00-3:00 p.m.
Visit wpunj.edu/gradevents or call 973.720.3641.
Apples and Oranges

People use the term “like comparing apples to oranges” to refer to the comparison of two objects that seemingly have nothing in common. Are apples and oranges really so different, though? We took a closer look at these familiar fruits to decide if this old cliche has any merit. ----Food pyramid categorization: Both apples and oranges are placed squarely in the “fruits” section of the food pyramid. You need three to five servings of fruits each day. Be sure to consume these servings in the form of solid fruit instead of fruit juice to get the full benefit out of their consumption and avoid weight gain.

Size: Apples and oranges tend not to have a huge difference in size between them. Oranges do tend to be a little larger, but the difference is only relevant if you are carrying a large quantity of them.

Smell: Oranges tend to be fairly fragrant, even moreso when peeled. Apples don’t particularly have much of a smell to them.

Color: Apples come in the red, green and what is known as the “Golden Delicious” variety (a sort of yellowish-green). Oranges are only orange, although Blood oranges have an orange exterior while having blood-red flesh.

Nutritional content: Oranges are generally higher in essential vitamins while being lower in calories than apples. A single orange contains 85 percent of your daily vitamin C, while an apple only has 15 percent of your DV of said vitamin. Oranges also edge out apples in vitamin A and calcium, while apples have the advantage when it comes to potassium.

Culinary usage: Apples can be made into pies while “orange pie” is relatively unheard of and honestly sounds a little frightening. Sauce made from apples is squishy and either is eaten on its own or on pork chops, while oranges can be a key ingredient in sauces made for braising onto fish. Both apples and oranges can be made into juices and smoothies, but oranges can’t be made into cider. Both honestly aren’t that great of choices for a fruit salad.

Application outside of cooking: Oranges, as a result of being highly acidic, can be made into an effective chemical-free cleaner. Apple seeds contain cyanide, which can come in handy if you are taken hostage by terrorists and they are trying to torture the fabled recipe of eleven herbs and spices out of you. Apples are also more appropriate in the beheading of teachers than oranges.

Ease of consumption: Oranges need to be peeled and have seeds throughout them; the pooling of them isn’t particularly easy either, especially when compared to the ambrosia that is the clementine. Apples have their seeds in one spot, so you easily know which part to cut and which part to throw away. Apples also contain more fiber than oranges.

Ease of crushing in the palm of your hand: Roughly about the same; apples have a smaller mass, but oranges are much squishier.

Biblical relevance: Apples are considered often to be the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge that led to Eve performing the original sin in her consumption of them. However, the actual identity of said fruit is never given, as the fruit is simply referred to as the “fruit of the tree” in most versions of the Old Testament. It’s highly unlikely the fruit was either an apple or an orange; if anything, the fruit was most likely a pomegranate due to Eden being placed in the Middle East.

Shininess: Apples win, hands down.

It seems in the end that there is some merit to “like comparing apples to oranges” being used the way it is, but there also seems to be enough similarity between the two fruits to make the lack thereof in accuracy in the comparison a more than adequate reason for it to be more subtle than they are profound. We must come up with a new phrase to refer to comparing two things that don’t have much in common, such as “like comparing horses to envelopes.”
How to Get Healthy in 10 Steps

Kimberly Asman

You probably think you know something about being healthy, whether you read an article or two here and there or maybe you study the subject more thoroughly. No matter your credentials, it’s time to forget everything you know. It may seem daunting and involved, but getting healthy through food and exercise is actually really simple. The following are ten steps to getting in your absolute best shape in as little as a week. Just remember the most important part of this process: If you feel like you are putting in effort, you are trying too hard.

1. Stop watching portion sizes. Sure, a bag of chips may tell you there are ten servings in a bag, but what do they know? Don’t let food labels tell you how to live your life. If you feel like you deserve that gallon of ice cream every day, you are probably right. Remember, any pizza can be a personal pizza if you just believe in yourself.

2. Lay down as much as you can. Exercise supposedly is actually really simple. The key is to move as little as possible to get in shape. Try to skip the stairs each week or maybe you are following a gluten-free diet? The answer is always yes. Just ignore the facts that you probably do not have the condition that you are asking about and avoid gluten will just make things harder for you and lead to you missing out on foods with valuable nutrients. Commit to this new trend. If you have questions about what gluten is, look up Jimmy Kimmel Live on YouTube and search “Jeopardy Question: What is Gluten?” It will teach you everything you need to know.

3. Binge-watch shows on Netflix. All the time. If you don’t have an account on Netflix, stop reading this article and get one right now. In a best case scenario, just try to get your roommate’s password. This tip goes along with step two of the process. Binge-watching shows (watching entire seasons of shows at a time) is a perfect way to stay as inactive as possible. Plus, you may learn something valuable, like how to cook crystal meth on Breaking Bad or how much breakfast food you should really be eating on Parks and Recreation. Do not take the crystal meth part seriously. We highly recommend that you do not need to cook crystal meth. Other recommendations include some of the classics: Gilmore Girls, Gossip Girl or 30 Rock. Just remember to lay in bed while watching, preferably with some snacks.

4. Eat a lot of candy. You may have heard some bad things about candy: things like how much fat, sugar and processed ingredients they contain. Ignore all of this. These are just accusations from the agricultural industry lobbying to make more money. Go for that king-sized bar next time and make sure to eat it all in one sitting.

5. Stop worrying about the future. A lot of the advice on healthy eating is to protect you from various diseases such as cardiovascular disease, high blood pressure and diabetes in the future. These just add time-consuming worrying to your already packed schedule and who has time for that? You’re fit, healthy and pretty now! I am sure you will stay that way forever no matter what you do.

6. Be a follower. Did you hear that your friend is gluten-free because they have the very serious condition of Celiac disease? Are you questioning whether you should now be following a gluten-free diet? The answer is always yes. Just ignore the fact that you probably do not have the condition and avoiding gluten will just make things harder for you and lead to you missing out on foods with valuable nutrients. Commit to this new trend. If you have questions about what gluten is, look up Jimmy Kimmel Live on YouTube and search “Jeopardy Question: What is Gluten?” It will teach you everything you need to know.

7. Have soda with every meal, snack and activity. Lying back in bed one of the processes, drink as much soda as you possibly can. Ignore the serving sizes completely. The articles telling you to limit your consumption of this sugary-packed beverage are again from those pesky fruit and vegetable people just trying to make more money. Screw water. Drink soda all the time.

8. Fry everything. Have you heard of fried foods? Challenge you to be creative here. Frying, after all, has tons of oil and fat. If you think these things can be bad for you and should be consumed in moderation, you are wrong. Think outside the box. Has anyone ever fried pizza? That sounds like it has a lot of potential.

9. Get rid of all of the negativity in your life. Do you have those friends, the ones who are too busy to make plans with you because they have to go to their favorite class at the gym? The ones who will not get fast food with you because they can not stand the thought of what goes into that “food”? Just get rid of them. You really do not need that kind of negativity in your life and it will only bring you down in this brilliant process of getting healthy.

10. Cut back on the fruits and vegetables. Remember that saying you heard as a child, if you swallowed a watermelon seed, a watermelon would grow in your stomach? This is 100 percent true. Fruits and vegetables just plant themselves in your stomach and grow, causing you to physically enlarge as they do. We want to be fat here, not obese, so just avoid all fruits and vegetables to be safe. But if something doesn’t grow, it is too late. Just avoid it anyway. Sometimes pesticides are used on the outside of fruits, which are much worse than processed ingredients. Is it worth eating any food and should be kept completely out of your diet.

Follow these steps and you are guaranteed a healthier, happier life. Good luck on your journey!
WANT TO BE A FEATURE WRITER?

The Montclarion Feature section includes a variety of topics from fashion trends of the season to health and fitness to money-saving tips.

Contact MontclarionFeature@gmail.com for more information.
Help Wanted

The Montclairian is the perfect place to advertise for free! For more info:
Email MontclarionAdSales@gmail.com or call Don Spiegelov 973-655-5227 or 215-860-5533.

Notary: family seeks P/T nanny for two kids ages 4 & 7. Mon-Fri, 4:15-5:30 PM. Pick-up from school, homework help & dinner prep. Email bethecary@hotmail.com

P/T afternoon runner needed in Montclair for one sweet little boy age 10 months. Call Brooke at 631-327-5153.

Paid intern needed for Montclair home-based real estate marketing business. Excellent admin, HTML, social media (FB, YouTube, Twitter) skills a must. $50 per day to start. Raise on performance. Meticulous and confident. Must have a car. Email Karen@friendsofdeee.com or call 973-543-2612 for interview.

P/T & F/T - Little Angels School House of Chatham, NJ is looking for energetic individuals.
Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/menus/draping/potty training. Contact Lady (973) 760-5520 or email muffinlittleangels@gmail.com.

Do you miss languages when texting or Facebook chatting (e.g., Ciao Ana, come stai? Wanna go to the mall? or Pick me up cherez Facebook?) Try texting in your native language & mixing in English to make your messages more personal! Email Susana: Sotillos@montclair.edu for details.

Brazil based Weltwunder is looking for energetic and reliable babycare workers for our summer house in Chatham, NJ. Must be clean & have reliable references. Email bnaikeshet.org for more information.

Have an event coming up? Let us know!
Email Montclarionadsales@gmail.com for more information and details.

Upcoming Events

FMES: Bake Sale Thursday, April 2 9:00 a.m., SC Lobby
Japan Club Children’s Day Thursday, April 2 3:00 p.m., SC Lobby
UASCO: Bubble Tea & Open Mic Night Thursday, April 2 7:00 p.m., SC Rathskeller
MGU: Super Smash Bros. Wii U Tournament Thursday, April 2 8:00 PM, UN, 204
Bonne Amerique Bake Sale Monday, April 6 1:00 p.m., PA Lobby
UASCO: Date Auction Monday, April 6 7:00 p.m., SC Dining Room
Global Medical Brigades Blood Drive Tuesday, April 7 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. SC Ballrooms A

Rooms for Rent

Save $$$.

Female students, graduates. Summer full or part time.

- Jan-April
- May-Aug
- June-Oct

Weekly: $100-$120
- July-Aug
- Sept-Oct

Weekly: $125-$150

Email: Livingstonfamily2013@gmail.com or call (973) 508-8868 (Leave a message).

Please call when finished with a lease.

Call Joan (973) 279-7294.

The Montclairian is THE PERFECT place to advertise for free. For more info:
Email MontclarionAdSales@gmail.com or call Don Spiegelov 973-655-5227 or 215-860-5533.

Local teen seeks P/T nanny for two kids ages 4 & 7. Mon-Fri, 4:15-5:30 PM. Pick-up from school, homework help & dinner prep. Email bethecary@hotmail.com.

P/T afternoon runner needed in Montclair for one sweet little boy age 10 months. Call Brooke at 631-327-5153.

Paid intern needed for Montclair home-based real estate marketing business. Excellent admin, HTML, social media (FB, YouTube, Twitter) skills a must. $50 per day to start. Raise on performance. Meticulous and confident. Must have a car. Email Karen@friendsofdeee.com or call 973-543-2612 for interview.

P/T & F/T - Little Angels School House of Chatham, NJ is looking for energetic individuals.
Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/menus/draping/potty training. Contact Lady (973) 760-5520 or email muffinlittleangels@gmail.com.

Do you miss languages when texting or Facebook chatting (e.g., Ciao Ana, come stai? Wanna go to the mall? or Pick me up cherez Facebook?) Try texting in your native language & mixing in English to make your messages more personal! Email Susana: Sotillos@montclair.edu for details.

Brazil based Weltwunder is looking for energetic and reliable babycare workers for our summer house in Chatham, NJ. Must be clean & have reliable references. Email bnaikeshet.org for more information.

Have an event coming up? Let us know!
Email Montclarionadsales@gmail.com for more information and details.
MASTER YOUR PROFESSION

Business
Master of Business Administration (MBA)

Education
Master of Arts in Education: Educational Leadership
Master of Arts in Education: Instructional Leadership
Master of Arts in Special Education
Master of Education in Educational Practice
Master of Education in Reading
  with a NJ Reading Specialist Certification

Leadership & Public Administration
Master of Arts in Leadership & Public Administration

Health Administration
Master of Health Administration (MHA)

Counseling
Master of Arts in Counseling
Master of Arts in Clinical Counseling
Master of Arts in School Counseling

*Licensures and certifications also available

CentenaryCollege.edu/Graduate
Lunch in the Student Center

by Joe Stansbury

Toons

DjinniAnn in: Djack Goes to Yoga

Great, Ann. No less than five women gave me their numbers, and four were over the age of fifty.

I just came here to get food for a swipe and I'm feeling really attacked right now.

I'm running for SGA!!

Can you sign this petition?

Would you like to give?

Hot damn, Djack, that's a new record!!

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT NEEDED!!

For more info email
MonclarionProduction@gmail.com

PERSONALITY IS EVERYTHING IN ART AND WRITING
Montclair State University has shown a lot of school spirit in the past year—maybe too much. Taking the time to support your school and its sports teams is a great way to bolster the camaraderie in the campus community and make connections that can last a lifetime, but students have recently been taking their Red Hawk pride too far.

Take, for example, the overwhelming support for the women’s basketball team during their journey to the NCAA Division III Final Four. We understand that this was a record-breaking accomplishment for Montclair State and that everyone has the chance to cheer on the Red Hawks whenever they are playing, but students have recently been doing a stellar job for the past few years, but there may be such a thing as too much support.

Students have become belligerent when turned away from Panzer Athletic Center, which was filled to maximum occupancy right after night. The overwhelming shouts of support actually shattered some of the windows in the building, leaving glass all over the floor. Students have not stopped with these meltdowns; either. Tager for a space big enough to accommodate the big love that students have for their student athletes, some have taken to change.org, petitioning the administration to construct a new stadium that can fit all students, staff and individuals outside of the university who want to see sports games.

If that was not enough, this facility would have a turf field that is able to be flipped over to become a basketball court in less than five minutes and 25,000 seats to ensure that everyone has the chance to cheer on the Red Hawks with-out being turned away.

With only a limited amount of money to spend on creating outward displays of school spirit, it is important to remember that Montclair State must choose its battles when it comes to showing off its red and white.

Right now, university officials are busy working on the highly anticipated Red Hawk statue, which we all cannot wait to see completed. At this point in time, we should focus our attention and positive energy on making sure this statue is the symbol of Red Hawk pride that we all have dreamed about since our first day at the university.

After this project is completed (less than 200 days away, if all goes according to plan!), then we will have time to bring these plans to the Board of Trustees so that we all have dreamed about since our first day at the university.

Additionally, cheering so loudly that we are affecting the architecture of the building by shattering windows and shaking the foundation by jumping up and down puts our current venues for sporting events, however incompetent they are, in jeopardy. We all want our sports teams to have a place to play in and to feel comfortable while they are playing so that they can succeed in their games and excel as players. Therefore, it’s better for us to tone down the enthusiasm just a smidge in order to make it clear that we are concerned for the personal safety of spectators and fans.

We all know that our school spirit can barely be contained and that sports games are by far the most well-advertised and attended events on campus. But we want to make Montclair State safe for everyone and not literally rock the house with our pride.

We know that our level of spirit will never change, but we want people to exhibit a little self-control and consideration about our pride priorities before our enthusiasm puts our fellow Red Hawks at risk.

Christian Ruiz | The Montclarion

Opinion

Bringing Down the Red Hawk Nest

Question of the Week:

How do you feel about the Rugrats taking over the Board of Trustees?

I totally think that they are going to do an awful job. Like, who is letting them join the board?

- Angelica Pickles, Journalism, Senior

I do not think they represent me or our campus. Their ideas of adventure are going to be too wild to be discovered.

- Elisa Thachovsky, Biology, Sophomore

Yeah, that is going to be rad, bro. I met them once at the Shore Shack and they were chill.

- Otto Roket, Physical Education, Junior

“No”/ “Yes”

- Delius Thomas, Justice Studies, Freshman

“Rugrats for BOT!”

- Danny Thompson, Justice Studies, Freshman

"Thumbs Up" CARS cleanse

Actual cannibal Shia LeBouf

Bananas and Lemons

Crocs

No weekend trains

Jupiter Ascending

Christian Ruiz | The Montclarion

What do you have to say?

Contact The Montclarion’s opinion section at montclarion@montclair.edu to find out more about submitting your opinions.
Will Ted Cruz Make Presidential News?

Cruz’s reveals love for Dr. Suarez and ambition for presidential power

It has been a year since Ted Cruz began making headlines. Although many have come to the realization that I have remained silent, I will not be kept silent any longer. It is time for us to speak up and let our voice be heard. In order to ensure that our actions are followed by our words, we must stand together and demand justice. It is time to stop allowing these injustices to continue unnoticed. We must use our voices and our actions to make a difference.

Time To Get Parking Priorities Straight

Who needs parking, when we could have new shiny stuff?

There has been a lot of talk recently about the state of parking on Montclair State University’s campus. With the increase in enrollment and the construction of the new dorms, there has been a significant decrease in available parking spots. This has caused a lot of frustration among students, faculty, and staff alike. In order to address this issue, we must come together and find a solution that works for everyone.

One proposal that has been put forward is to increase the number of parking spots available on campus. However, this would require a significant amount of money and resources, and there are no guarantees that this would be effective in the long run. Another option is to encourage students to carpool or use public transportation. While this may not be feasible for everyone, it is a step in the right direction.

Ultimately, we need to remember that the goal of parking management is to ensure that everyone has access to the resources they need to succeed. This means that we must be creative and thoughtful in our approach, and be willing to listen to the concerns of those affected by the current system. Only then can we truly make progress and provide the best possible experience for all students, faculty, and staff at Montclair State University.
**Religious Freedom Act Creates Freedom**

**Maintaining the status quo of discrimination: a sacred American value**

BY NICOLE DA MIZA - journalism major

**The Voices In Our Web**

visit our website @ www.themontclarion.org to get your comments in print

---

**‘Breaking Bad’ Causes Pizza Disrespect**

Don’t enjoy your precious pizza on the roof in imitation of Walter White

---

**Concerning Editors and Columns**

Main editors appear on the first page of the Opinion sections. They are assigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue. Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.

---
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Deities in Diapers Vol.1
Blue Ivy Carter and North West Drop Summer Mixtape
Theadora Locour
Entertainment Editor

Babies Blue Ivy and North West have officially announced the release date of their first collaborative mixtape, Deities in Diapers Vol.1. On July 4, everyone can expect to hear how Blue Ivy and North West are sure to be listening because this is exactly what the future sounds like. According to producer Timbaland, two-year-old Blue Ivy could be considered the commander of the project while twenty-one-month-old North West could be considered the “creative visionary.” Babies at home might want to keep an eye out for Blue Ivy Carter and North West dates on the development of the project in any way shape or form.

Oscars Apologize for Award Mix-up
AwiJe Bahrami
Entertainment Editor

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has issued a press release stating that the Academy has denied Birdman or (The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance) the Oscar for Best Picture.

The press release further said that there was a problem with the Academy’s computer system and that it miscalculated the votes. As a result the wrong name was printed on the envelopes. It has been confirmed that the vast majority of the jury has voted for Birdman as the Best Picture award.

A spokesperson for the Academy said that this has never happened in the history of the award show. The producers of Birdman have declined to comment. A producer of Birdman told The Montclarion that he had a queasy feeling when Birdman was announced for Best Picture. “I knew something was wrong,” said Frances Kafka. “We worked on this movie for 13 years. I fully expected us to get recognition for bringing something as new, innovative and fresh as Birdman.”

Johannes Goethe, a board member of the Academy, said that the Academy didn’t realize that something was wrong when Birdman was announced on the night of Feb. 22. “As juries started talking to each other in the following weeks and months, they realized that the majority of them voted for Birdman. So we decided to do another vote on who should officially get the Best Picture Award,” said Goethe. He expressed his sincerest apologies to everyone who was involved in the production of Birdman. “We will make sure that such unlucky events will not happen again.”

MPA in Public Policy and Administration, MPA in Inspection and Oversight
Advanced Certificate in Forensic Accounting

- Ranks in top 25% of public affairs programs by U.S. News and World Report.
- Nationally ranked #3 in Public Policy and #4 in Public Administration in graduateprograms.com.
- Winners of both 2014 NASPAA Program Awards: Diversity Award and Social Equity Award.
- Offers most affordable tuition in the NYC region, with scholarships, no-cost textbooks, tablet computer loans.
- Connects students to doctoral studies and law school.
- Prepares students for careers in public, independent and oversight organizations as managers, analysts and leaders.
- Delivers courses online, campus-based, or Saturday - fully-online program available
- Offers Advanced Certificate in Forensic Accounting for professional careers in investigative accounting.
- Expedites applications: apply online, no GRE exam required.

APPLY NOW! mpa.jjconline.net/jumpstart

JUMPSTART YOUR CAREER!
Hannah Montana Reunion Tour
Samantha King
Assistant Entertainment Editor

In 2010, Miley Cyrus released her third album Can't Be Tamed. Since then, she has confirmed that statement to be true. Miley’s bad-girl hippie persona started with her pixie cut and has been sustained with her public sexual behavior and consumption in marijuana culture. Miley officially took off her blonde wig in 2011 and waved goodbye to the other side of her, Hannah Montana — until now. On April 1, it was announced that Miley Cyrus is going on a 2015 mtvU tour, accompanied by Disney artists Zendaya, R5 and Zayn Malik. This will be Zayn’s first tour since his departure from One Direction in March 2015. Miley looks forward to working with past tours and Disney artists Zendaya, R5 and Zayn Malik. The tour is currently set for this summer, with ticket sales beginning on April 15.

Opening the tour will be Disney artists Zendaya, R5 and Zayn Malik. This will be Zayn’s first tour since his departure from One Direction in March 2015. Miley looks forward to working with past colleagues under the Disney name. Accompanying Miley on the entire tour will be her mother Tish, younger sister Noah and older brother Trace. Miley’s close relationship with her family will serve as her support on tour as she leaves her childhood behind. Reaching 18 and starting a career away from her family is a big change for the one by one - the teenage son, the mother, even the poor daughter. The father wakes up in the middle of his wife’s dammellment in utter shock and alarm, spurting Buddy to say, “I’m saving the best for last!” and then breath fire onto the patriarch. The final shot of the film is of Buddy facing the camera with blood streaming from his eyes as the father’s aggrandizing screams continue into the fadeout. I’m conflicted about Air Bud on one hand, it is completely unsuitable to be watched by the whole family despite its relatively charming and clean first half, on the other hand, it is one of the most compelling and realistic horror films in recent memory. I get the feeling that I may have not even seen Air Bud, as I peeled the last of the tape and discovered “Air Blood” written underneath it. Overall, I give this film one thumbs-up and one thumb to the side.

Parental discretion advised

Air Bud
Zachary Case
Assistant Copy Editor

Air Bud (release date unknown, assumed to be 2015) is one of the most baffling movies of the 21st century. I found a VHS tape of it at a yard sale hosted by a mysterious hooded man. The title of the movie was written in red sharpie on the tape, although the latter had an odd copper-like smell to it, almost like, the smell of blood. In the opening of the film, a family purchases a golden retriever chihuahua “Buddy.” From a puppy mill built on an Indian burial ground. The odd human-like growling sounds the dog makes alarms the family, but they are still charmed by his silky-smooth coat and his winning personality. The next day, Buddy discovers a marijuana stash and decides to exploit his skills for the sake of earning Nike endorsement money. The spectral effects in this movie were inconsistent. The scenes of Buddy playing basketball did not effectively produce the illusion of a dog performing slam dunks, as it was quite clear he was levitated into the air via strings. The blood, on the other hand, was so eerily convincing that I can only describe it as “hyper-realistic.”

Speaking of blood, I was utterly flabbergasted by the dark turn this family movie took. After having forced to practice for six hours straight by the cruel and avaricious father, Buddy whispers, “That’s the last straw” toward the screen. When his family is asleep, the dog runs up the stairs, steps on his own tail and starts butchering the family members one by one - the teenage son, the

Use your summer to get a jump on fall.

Summer is not only a great time to go to the beach and hang out with friends, but it is also a great way to get some of your required courses and pre-reqs completed - giving you flexibility - and a head-start for your full schedule.

Ramapo College’s Summer Session offers undergraduate courses across all disciplines, both on campus and online. Courses are available to visiting students from other colleges and universities.

Registration is currently open to visiting students. Explore course offerings at: www.ramapo.edu/summer1

Explore summer course offerings at: www.ramapo.edu/summer1

*It is your responsibility to check with your home institution’s credit transfer policies and requirements to determine eligibility of courses and the acceptable transfer of credits.

Ranking by U.S. News & World Report
As one of the Best Regional Universities in Public Institutions
Featured in the Princeton Review’s “Best in the Northeast”
Listed by Kiplinger’s as one of the Best Values in Public Colleges
### Peak Performances

**Danceworks Inspiration!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Show Title</th>
<th>Composer/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 9</td>
<td>7:30</td>
<td><em>Running Spirits</em></td>
<td>Fredrick Earl Mosley (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 10</td>
<td>7:30</td>
<td><em>Megalopolis</em></td>
<td>Larry Keigwin (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 11</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td><em>Exist in the Repeat of Practice</em></td>
<td>Christian Von Howard (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 11</td>
<td>8:00</td>
<td><em>Rite</em></td>
<td>Nancy Lushington (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 12</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td><em>A Note for the Dancer</em></td>
<td>Kathleen Kelley (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 11</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td><em>A Choreographic Offering</em></td>
<td>José Limón (1964)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 11</td>
<td>8:00</td>
<td><em>Continuo</em></td>
<td>Antony Tudor (1971)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 11</td>
<td>8:00</td>
<td><em>Symbolic Logic</em></td>
<td>Séan Curran (1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Seats $15

No charge for undergraduates with valid MSU ID at Kasser Box Office

973-655-5112 | [peakperfs.org](http://peakperfs.org)

Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck

Photo provided by Montclair State University/Mike Peters
Despite their 2-1 loss to D.C. United on Nov. 8, the New York Red Bulls have advanced to the Eastern Conference Finals. Midfielder Péguy Luyindula netted the only Red Bulls’ goal. Luyindula, who scored once in the Red Bulls’ 2-0 win against D.C. United in the first leg of the conference semifinals, sent his side to the conference finals on a 3-2 goal aggregate.

Inside the six-yard box, Luyindula slotted a cross from captain Thierry Henry into the bottom right corner of United’s goal in the 57th minute. D.C. United’s first goal came late in the first half when midfielder Nick DeLeon headed a cross from Taylor.
WHO’S HOT THIS WEEK

ITALIA

Italy National Team
Football, Calcio, Soccer, Futbol, etc.

They will always be the greatest, no matter what Entertainment Co-Editor Awije Bahrami (Germany fan) will say to you.

CURRENT STATS

- 4 World Cup Titles
- Victims of a Bite
- Victims of Bad Refeing
- Still Have Gigi Buffon
- Will Beat Spain Eventually

UPCOMING EVENTS

AC Milan vs. Palermo
One will continue to underachieve while the other will help the underachieving team underachieve.

Mets vs. Cardinals
Lol, Spring Training

Chelsea vs. Stoke City
See: UEFA Champions League Round of 16
Chelsea vs. PSG Leg 2

Devils vs. Montreal Canadiens
The Devils will continue to play old, useless veterans instead of promising prospects.

The Montclarion
SPORTS

WANT TO BE A SPORTS WRITER?

Cover all the touchdowns, goals, and everything in between.

Contact MontclarionSports@gmail.com for more information.

Study Abroad & Financial Aid

Did you know that you can use your financial aid to pay for some study abroad programs?

To find out more about how you can apply your financial aid to study abroad, visit:
http://www.montclair.edu/global-education/study-abroad/
or come to an information session:
Every Wednesday at 2:30 pm in Stone Hall, Room 215.
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WANT TO BE A SPORTS WRITER?

Cover all the touchdowns, goals, and everything in between.

Contact MontclarionSports@gmail.com for more information.
Montclair State University has a problem with geese and after many temporary fixes brought by the work of the “Geese Police,” students have joined together to come up with a solution that keeps campus free of the avian pests and promotes health at the same time: croquet.

Everyone has heard of playing croquet with flamingoes after the notion became famous in Alice in Wonderland. Naturally, students brainstormed a similar enterprise as a method to control the geese population across campus. With a similar body structure to flamingoes, geese make a comparable alternative to flamingoes, which are much too expensive and rare to import to campus. Instead, students are planning to take advantage of their natural bird population on campus. As we speak, the Croquet club sports team is drawing up a proposal that will outline the conditions needed to play croquet with geese and how exactly the team plans to capture and provide for them so that they can make the best mallets possible.

Rumor has it that the red sheds that have risen up around campus are actually goose barns, where geese will be stored and cared for by Student Recreation Center employees. The croquet team is still trying to plan the most effective way to attract the geese, but using Lombardi Sauce as bait is definitely a forerunner.

Once the geese are caught and contained, students plan to set up a croquet course in the Student Center quad, the current favorite hang-out of geese on campus. Soon, their “presents” will be replaced with merits of a different kind, as the geese will provide students an outlet to get fit and compete in croquet tournaments. Croquet has been proven as one of the most effective workouts, competing with Zumba, TRX and mini-bands as the newest trends in fitness. Montclair State plans to add goose croquet as a Physical Education requirement, and the Rec Center plans to make the activity its first Group X activity that happens outside of the walls of its facility.

Not much research has been conducted on the effects of goose croquet on the actual geese themselves, but we can only assume that they love being put to good use for once, instead of stalking around campus, hissing at students, honking and leaving their droppings everywhere that meets the eye.

The leader in the initiative to make goose croquet a reality believes that using the geese as a means of physical activity will clearly improve the quality of life for students, but for the geese as well.

As the goose croquet team becomes a reality, The Montclarion will begin to cover all related activities extensively, with daily updates on the newspaper’s website and hourly updates on the publication’s Twitter. Representatives from the team assure hesitant students that the change in goose-use on campus will be a honking good time.
The NCAA made an announcement earlier today that their chair committee has been discussing an expansion into a different sort of competitive field. After pulling up YouTube videos of Mew2King, Momochi, SonicFox, Con Le and OpTic BigTymeR, the NCAA board has come to appreciate the skill, strength, practice and stamina that goes into becoming a professional gamer. The NCAA is still debating about how to go about creating a gaming league, exploring their options in dividing up the leagues. They stated, “That to ‘git gud’ at video games and card games requires a lot of sportsmanship and training. These athletes deserve attention for their devotion to their trade and should be receiving funding from universities and us alike. We just need to build brackets and decide what games we’d like to host in our competition.”

Bite of the Year
The 2014 World Cup saw the return of Luis Suarez, the cannibal. Suarez channeled his inner Jurassic Park against Italy in their group stage contest. Gior-gio Chiellini nearly had a chunk of his shoulder removed, as the referee didn’t even see the infraction. A minute later, Uruguay scored and later won the game.

Dive of the Year
When the Netherlands and Mexico met in the knock-out rounds, Arjen Robben did what he does best and blantly dove to force a penalty kick. The late goal ended Mexico’s World Cup campaign after Robben looked like he got thrown to the ground while his toe was stepped on.

Headbutt of the Year
Germany and Portugal met in the group stage of the 2014 FIFA World Cup. Pepe, a historically dirty player for Portugal, had another mental lapse and decided to touch heads with Germany’s Thomas Mueller and they immediately got into a shouting match. The ref immediately came over and handed Pepe the straight red card.

Flying Knee of the Year
Mario Balotelli, a striker for Italy, had a momentary lapse of reason. Going in for a header to win the ball, Balotelli looked like he got thrown to the ground with his knee. Remarkably, Balotelli only received a yellow card for the infringement.

Expanding into the Virtual Reality
The NCAA has extended offers to Division III sports schools to test out some of their tournament ideas and see if this could launch on a national level. Susan Cole has received the bid and is very excited to setup and host mock competitions for Montclair State gamers.

“Will we restrict the video games portion of our tournaments to Super Smash Bros., Call of Duty, Battlefield, Street Fighter and Pokémon online? Do we only limit our card games to the Pokemon Card Game, Yu-Gi-Oh and Magic: the Gathering? We’ve even discussed an arcade style tournament where everyone tries to outscore the top scorers in games like Tetris and the original Donkey Kong. At this point we just don’t know.”

What we do know is that the NCAA is still debating about how to go about creating a gaming league, exploring their options in dividing up the leagues. They stated, “That to ‘git gud’ at video games and card games requires a lot of sportsmanship and training. These athletes deserve attention for their devotion to their trade and should be receiving funding from universities and us alike. We just need to build brackets and decide what games we’d like to host in our competition.”

If that’s the case, MSU may have to extend their athletics program and build an entire new building to house our gaming league and extend the same benefits to its athletes. There have been small discussions about adding an extension to Panzer, building new trophy cases and giving gamers the privilege to use the Academic Center for Excellence in Panzer. If all goes well, the NCAA will consider negotiating with Twitch.tv to have exclusive rights to broadcast the tournaments on their site as well the official NCAA website. The NCAA is also considering revising their name to the National Collegiate Athletics And Gaming Association, or the NCAAGA for short.